
Scottish and Irish solidarity
against the UK state
Republican Socialist Platform (RSP) members from Edinburgh,
Glasgow and Dundee this year joined the annual Bloody Sunday
march in Derry. Below we reproduce the text of a leaflet they
distributed from the RSP website.

The anniversary of Bloody Sunday in Derry reminds us of the
depths to which the British ruling class will sink to preserve
their UK state. One major difference between 1972 and 2023,
though, is that they now face a far wider challenge.

By 1998, in the face of various national democratic challenges
with Irish republicans at the fore, the British ruling class
had to fall-back on ‘devolution all round’ in their attempt to
hold the UK together.

Today, the unionist/loyalist bloc created by the Good Friday
Agreement has lost its majority in the bi-sectarian Stormont
Assembly; Scottish unionists are a minority at Holyrood and
Westminster; and in Wales, support for independence is growing
rapidly.

What has not changed is the British ruling class’s contempt
for democratic change, including the right of national self-
determination. To get around their shrinking support, they
turn to the most reactionary political forces and the anti-
democratic Crown Powers of the UK state.

Brexit has paved the way for Westminster’s assault on trade
union, consumer and environmental rights and draconian new
laws  attacking  migrants  and  asylum  seekers.  To  appease
reactionary unionists, the Tories are undermining their own NI
Protocol.

In December 2022, the UK Supreme Court overruled plans for a
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new Scottish independence referendum, despite this receiving
majority support in the 2021 Holyrood election. The very next
month,  the  Tories  blocked  Scotland’s  progressive  Gender
Recognition  Reform  Bill,  passed  by  a  cross-party  super-
majority of MSPs.

It is clear is that British ruling class not only have no
intention of conceding greater self-determination, they are
now  attempting  to  roll-back  even  the  limited  democratic
concessions of 1998. The British Labour Party will do nothing
to stop them.

The British monarchy plays a crucial role in fronting the UK
state’s Crown Powers. We are witnessing a media offensive, led
by the BBC, to reinforce the UK state around Charlie and his
dysfunctional family. The planned coronation in May is the
centrepiece of this anti-democratic offensive.

The Republican Socialist Platform, as part of the Radical
Independence  Campaign  in  Scotland,  is  working  with  Our
Republic and others to hold a major republican demonstration
on Edinburgh’s Calton Hill on May 6th, the same day as the
coronation.

There is already a formidable campaign in Wales against the
humiliating investiture of a new Prince of Wales. We encourage
and want to support more protests across these islands against
the coronation in May.

RSP members are here in Derry and Belfast to seek support in
developing an alliance, based on internationalism from below,
to break up the deeply reactionary UK state.

Originally  published  on  the  RSP  website  30  January  2023:
https://republicansocialists.scot/2023/01/scottish-and-irish-s
olidarity-against-the-uk-state/

To join the Republican Socialist Platform, go to this link.
https://join.republicansocialists.scot/
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